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Traditional Style INIVI Style

Traditional & INIVI REVOLUTIONARY

Exposed seam
to centre
front panel

Seamless
technology to
front panel

Exposed seams to 
side & back panels

Seamless
technology to
side & back
panels

Exposed seams to
side & back panels
on a mesh cap

Seamless
technology to
side & back panels
on a mesh cap

Traditional Style INIVI Revolutionary

Traditional Style INIVI Revolutionary
5-panel

INIVI Revolutionary
one-panel

INIVI Revolutionary
2-panel

The INIVI range boasts a smooth, �at and uninterrupted 
surface for both embroidery and printing.  Designs will 
be sharper and more superior without seam interference.  
All the emphasis is placed on your branding! 

THE OPTIMISATION
OF EMBROIDERY &
PRINTING
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INIVI does this by allowing you to focus 
on you and your branding identity. Our 
revolutionary and unique headwear styles 
provide a blank canvas for you to create a 
distinctive look that serves as an extension 
of your brand. 

Each INIVI product has been designed 
with the utmost consideration to support 
customisation with boundless possibilities.

This is how we see INIVI and its 
innovativeness is sure to spark curiosity 
and increase visual engagement and 
awareness with the people who matter.

INIVI Headwear is about looking good,
feeling more relaxed, spontaneous and 
free to explore on your terms. Being 
comfortable in what we wear allows us to 
embrace our best selves.

INIVI was designed with a question in 
mind. How can we facilitate the 
manufacturing process to better articulate 
with branding collaborations?
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RUST ORANGE/BLACK 

RED ROYAL WHITE

RED/BLACK ROYAL/BLACK

BLACK/WHITE/BLACK NAVY/WHITE/NAVYNAVYBLACK

GREY

IV101
Comfort, style and function converged in this
patented seamless 2 panel cap.  Seamless mesh 
back panels for exceptional breathability.
This style features a stretch �t elastic sweatband
for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Cotton/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY OLIVE GREEN/BLACKBLACK

NAVY/WHITE CHARCOAL/BLACKBLACK/WHITE

IV102
A classic piece with a reformed patented
single panel front crown. 
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Polyester/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVYBLACK

IV103
This unique two panel design boasts a seamless 
3D mesh front crown and mesh back that molds 
to any head shape for a perfect �t. 
This design ensures wear-ability throughout 
diverse environmental conditions by o�ering 
breathability and performance.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Nylon/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY

BLACK

WHITE

ROYAL

CHARCOAL

IV104
A classic timeless 2 panel A-Frame cap with 
patented seamless mesh back panels for 
exceptional breathability.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Cotton/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY BLACKWHITE

IV105
The perfect classic foam trucker cap with our
patented seamless mesh back panels for 
exceptional breathability.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Polyester/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY

WHITE

BLACK RED

ROYAL

IV111
Constructed of only two panels in Cool Dry 
fabric, it bridges the gap between form and 
structure.  Supporting maximum moisture 
control, quick drying performance and UPF50+ ; 
essential for active wear-ability.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Polyester (Cool Dry)
CLOSURE                     Plastic Snapback
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DARK MARBLE LIGHT MARBLE NAVYBLACK

IV112
This cap promotes a contemporary design 
that re-de�nes urban sensibility. Embracing 
a simplistic aesthetic through clean, modest 
contours.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 2
CONTENTS 100% Polyester
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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GREY

NAVY

BLACK

ROYAL

RED

IV113
This versatile, sleek design consists of a patented 
seamless front crown and 4 back panels, perfect 
for everyday wear.
This style features a stretch �t elastic sweatband
for superior comfort.

SIZE S/M and L/XL
PANELS 5
CONTENTS Cotton/Spandex
CLOSURE                    Fitted
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RED ROYAL

GREY KHAKI

WHITENAVY

BLACK

IV114
This essential cotton spandex cap design 
embodies a more traditional aesthetic, 
with a 5 panel structure and plastic snap 
adjuster. It is the perfect staple accessory 
for any occasion.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 5
CONTENTS Cotton/Spandex
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY

BLACK

IV115
A popular retro 70’s corduroy style cap with 
a reformed patented single panel front crown. 
This style features a stretch �t elastic sweatband
for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 5
CONTENTS 100% Cotton
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVYBLACK WHITE

IV116
A reformed patented single panel front crown
in Ottoman fabric matched with breathable 
comfy mesh back panels.
This style features a stretch �t elastic sweatband
for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 5
CONTENTS 100% Polyester/Mesh
CLOSURE                    Hook & Loop 
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NAVY

BLACK

IV121
Our ultimate cap. 
A patented fully seamless cap constructed in
Ultra Premium Polyester. Monocoque body; 
designed with style and comfort in mind.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

SIZE OSFM
PANELS 1
CONTENTS 100% Polyester
CLOSURE                    Plastic Snapback
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NAVY

BLACK

The bucket hat o�ers a clean and classic 
design that works as a perfect versatile 
accessory to any out�t.
This style features a stretch �t elastic
sweatband for superior comfort.

IV132

SIZE S/M and L/XL
CONTENTS Cotton/Spandex



Professional Service . Quality Products

https://gracecollection.com.au/
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